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ABSTRACT
Web queries tend to have multiple user intents. Automatically identifying query intents will beneﬁt search result navigation, search result diversity and personalized search. This
paper presents the HITSCIR system in NTCIR-9 subtopic
mining task. Firstly, the system collects query intent candidates from multiple resources. Secondly, Aﬃnity Propagation algorithm is applied for clustering these query intent
candidates. It could decide the number of clusters automatically. Each cluster has a representative intent candidate
called exemplar. Prior preference and heuristic pair-wise
preferences could be incorporated in the clustering framework. Finally, the exemplars are ranked by considering each
own quality and the popularity of the clusters they represent. The NTCIR-9 evaluation results show that our system
could eﬀectively mine query intents with good relevance, diversity and readability.

Categories and Subject Descriptors
H.3.3 [Information Systems]: Information Search and Retrieval

General Terms
Algorithm, Experimentation, Performance

Keywords
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1. INTRODUCTION
The web queries are usually in the form of key words that
leads to ambiguity. Song et al. divided queries into 3 categories [11]: ambiguous queries, which have more than one
meaning; broad queries, which covers a variety of subtopics
and clear queries which have a speciﬁc meaning or narrow
topics. In their study, users feel diﬃcult to distinguish between broad queries and clear queries. It indicates that a
large percent of queries cover multiple subtopics (also called
intents or aspects in this paper). Diﬀerent users submitting the same query may have diﬀerent information need,
because they care about diﬀerent aspects of the query. As a
result, it is necessary to mine query subtopics automatically.
Such techniques may provide opportunities for understanding user intents, diversifying search results and improving
user experience.
Web search engines today have been complemented the
search results with query aspects. For example, Bing presents

a list of related searches on the left navigational bar; Google
and Yahoo present them at the top or bottom of the search
result page. These related queries help users to specify
their search goals, formulate better queries and ﬁnd satisﬁed results more eﬀectively. Many existing work has been
addressed for mining related queries based on search log sessions [13]. However, a query usually has too many related
queries. These related queries are not enough to distinguish
user intents. It is necessary to select a set of representative
related queries with distinct information need. [9] combines
both document click and session co-occurrence information
for grouping query reﬁnements into clusters. Though search
log based methods have been widely studied, they still can’t
deal with new queries which never occur in past. In this condition, other resources should be used. Zeng et al. adopted
term clustering techniques for grouping search result documents into clusters [14]. But the representative terms may
lack of readability. Bing Liu et al. made use of html tags
for extracting key concepts from web documents [8]. Dou et
al. mined subtopics from anchor texts [5]. These resource
based approaches can deal with any query. However, the
mined topics mostly are static aspects and user behaviors
are ignored.
In this paper, we aim to ﬁnd query subtopics from all
available resources. Generally, the task could be divided into 3 stages: query intent candidates extraction, query intent
candidates clustering and query intent generation. In ﬁrst
stage, we extracted query intent candidates from multiple
resources including search logs, anchor texts, search results
and a web knowledge base. The query intent candidates are
text spans which contain the original query as a substring.
As these query intent candidates are either submitted by
users or edited by web site editors, they have good readability. In certain degree, these query intent candidates also
indicate what users care about. In the second stage, we apply a clustering algorithm for clustering these query intent
candidates. The reason of clustering query intent candidates
is to diversify the generated subtopics, because many query
intent candidates have similar goals. By clustering, related
query intent candidates will be grouped together. We view
each cluster as a distinct user intent. A representative exemplar is selected to represent such intent. Considering the
nature of the task, we apply Aﬃnity Propagation algorithm [6] for clustering. This algorithm could ﬁnd the exemplar
naturally and decide the number of subtopics automatically.
In addition, both semantic information and pair-wise preference are incorporated in this framework as a prior. The
experimental results show that such additional information
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help for generating general and readable exemplars.

2. NTCIR SUBTOPIC MINING TASK
The NTCIR-9 subtopic mining task is motivated to encourage research on developing and evaluating algorithms
to ﬁnd query intents. The task is deﬁned as follows:
• for a given query, the system should return a ranked
list of subtopic strings, each of which corresponds to
a speciﬁc interpretation of an ambiguous query or an
aspect of a faceted query.
The Chinese document collection provided by organizer is the SogouT corpus crawled and released in 2008 by
the Tsinghua-Sohu Joint Laboratory on Search Technology1 . The Chinese query log data, called SogouQ, was also
made available to participants. SogouQ was also constructed
by the Tsinghua-Sohu Joint Laboratory on Search Technology2 . It contains about 30 million clicks collected in June
2008. Its size is about 1.9 gigabytes. If the participants use
external resources, it should be noted in system descriptions.
The organizer created a set of 100 Chinese topics from
the June 2008 query log of Sogou. The time periods were
chosen to coincide with the crawl periods of the document
collections.
Having created the topic sets, the intents for each topic
were identiﬁed. The top 20 subtopic strings from each run
were pooled. Then, using a dedicated graphical interface, 10
assessors manually clustered subtopics with similar search
intents. The assessors also provided a short description for
each intent. Subsequently, the assessors vote whether each
intent is important or not for each topic. Thus the number of votes for each intent could vary between 0 and 10.
The probability of each intent given a query was computed
according the the votes.

3. PROPOSED APPROACH
3.1 Main Idea
The task aims to ﬁnd subtopics (we may also use intents
in following sessions which refer to subtopics as well.) for a
given query. In our opinion, there are 4 main factors that
should be considered.
• relevance: A subtopic must truly discuss a topic about
the query.
• diversity: The mined subtopics should be as complete
as possible to cover all related aspects of the query.
• readability: The mined subtopics should be easy to
understand and close to the way users express as much
as possible.
• general: A more general concept or description is preferred to a speciﬁc one when they are talking about
the same topic.
The task judgement is mainly based on relevance and diversity but the other two factors may also aﬀect accessors’
judgement. According to the above standards, we set up
our framework. Our approach is based on user generated

content such as query logs, anchor texts, web pages and web knowledge base. All the content is generated by human
so that it ensures that the subtopics are readable. We constrain the subtopic candidates must contain key words in
original query that attempts to ensure the relevance. Clustering method is used for grouping intent candidates into
clusters. This is to reduce the duplicates and help for diversifying the subtopics. Semantic resources such as thesaurus
[1] are used to measure the general level of concepts. Figure 1 illustrates the basic framework of our approach.

Figure 1: The framework of proposed approach.

3.2

3.3

Extracting Intent Candidates

In this paper, we use multiple sources of context for extracting query intent candidates. These sources include query
log, anchor text, text spans in search results and a knowledge base Baidu Baike3 .
Extraction from query log. Search log contains all past
queries users have submitted to a search engine. During
interaction with search engine, users may formulate more
speciﬁc queries in order to ﬁnd desired information quickly.
Web queries reﬂect user intents in certain degree. We mainly
exploit two kinds of queries:
• queries containing original query key words as a substring

1

http://www.sogou.com/labs/dl/t.html
2
http://www.sogou.com/labs/dl/q.html

Notions

We ﬁrst introduce some notions which would be used in
following sections. Given the query q, we deﬁne:
Query Keywords. Since there are queries in the form
of natural language, we only use the key words in a query
to represent it. We use the open source LTP package [3] for
word segmentation and part of speech tagging. Heuristically, we remove all stop words and extract noun phrases and
verb phrases from original query. For simplicity and without
ambiguity, we still use q to represent the query key words.
Intent Phrase. An intent phrase is a phrase that cooccurs with the original query key words in certain context,
noted as p. For example, suppose the original query is “apple”, and a query in query log is “apple mp3 price”, as a
result “mp3 price” is viewed as an intent phrase for query
“apple”. For this case, the queries in query log are considered
as the context.
Intent Words. An intent phrase may contain multiple
words. Each of these words is called a query intent word,
noted as w .
Intent Candidate. An intent candidate is a text span
containing both the query key words and intent phrases,
noted as c which is a combination of q and p.

3
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Table 1: A summarization of the types of test
queries
Types Entity Description
Task
Event
䠁㍐
䎺ই⑨
QQл䖭
ᆻ㖾喴৫ц
Cases
߿㛕㋕ ㌆ቯ⯵⯷⣦ ⾆⧋⑨ᠿл䖭
ᰕ״ᡈҹ
Count
70
23
5
2
• query reformulations that occur following the original
query within 15 mins.
By excluding the original query key words from these queries,
intent phrases are extracted.
Extraction from anchor text. The anchor text is a
highlighted and clickable text span containing a hyperlink to
a web page. The anchor texts are all edited by human. They
are usually with good readability. We adopt similar method
to extract query intent phrases from anchor texts. In detail,
we used all anchor texts in the SogouT corpus and extracted
the anchor texts containing original query key words. Some
anchor texts are sentences which contain too much noisy. So
we discard the ones longer than a certain length (10 words
in our experiment).
For eﬃciency, we indexed the query logs and anchor texts
in SogouT using Intri toolkit[12]. When a query comes, we
can search the indexed content, and select the top ones to
ensure the quality.
Extraction from search results. Previous work has
paid much attention for mining query reformulations from
search sessions and search logs. However, these approaches
only work for old queries that have been seen before. For new
queries that never occur in past query logs, search results
are one of the main resources for mining. We used Indri
to index the SogouT corpus. For each query, we collected
relevant documents by searching SogouT using Intri with
default setup. The search results doesn’t provide snippets,
so we extracted query intent phrases according to the html
tags in documents largely based on [8].
Extraction from Knowledge Base We analyze the
query types of test queries, as show in table 1. We manually classify the queries into 4 types: Entity, Description,
Task or Event. An entity query is deﬁned as the query itself
is an entity. For other types of queries, most of them still contain entities, however, they have already talked about
some aspects of the queries. In fact, the subtopics form a
hierarchical structure. We can see a large ratio of queries are
entity queries. In fact, we also have sampled another 1000
queries from SogouQ query logs. And similar conclusion is
got that more than 42% queries are entity queries. As a
result, mining subtopics for entity queries is a core part for
mining query subtopics.
In this case, web knowledge base could be made use of
because many entity related information is contained in such
knowledge base. In detail, we use the query key words as a
query to search in Baidu Baike, if it matches one of the entry
in Baidu Baike or matches one of the subheading of an entry,
we extract the ﬁrst level subheadings of these entry as the
query intent candidates. However, such method can’t work
for all entity queries. It can’t serve for non entity query, new
entities and complex queries. Besides, the extracted query
intent candidates tend to be attributes of entities but not
aligned to user information need.
For all intent phrases mined from diﬀerent sources, we

label the part of speech of every word in intent phrases.
Only Norn and verb words are selected as the intent phrase.

3.4

Ranking Intent Candidates

The direct way to get query intents is to rank the mined
intent phrases and return the top ones as the intent. We use
the frequency to sort these intent phrases. First, we segment
all the intent phrases into words. Then for every word, we
weight it according to the LPF (log phrase frequency) score
among across multiple sources. The LPF score of a term
w is computed as LP F (w) = log(pf (w) + 1), where pf (w)
refers to the number of intent phrases containing word w.
The assumption is that the more times a word occurs in
query intent phrases, the more important this word is for
the original query. Finally, we rank query intent candidates
c according to
Score(c) ≡ Score(p) =

1 
LP F (w) + max LP F (w)
w∈p
|p| w∈p

(1)
Where p refers to a query intent phrase and |p| indicates
the number of words contained in p. Since an intent candidate c could be represented by {q , p}, and q is the same for
all candidates so that scoring c is equivalent to scoring p.
By this way, we could get a list of ranked intent candidates.
Considering the issue of eﬃciency, we only used top query
intent phrases as the input for next phase.

3.5

Clustering Intent Candidates

Though the ranked intent phrases emphasize the most important query intents, there are some problems. First, some
intent phrases have similar semantics which results in redundance. Second, there is no overview about the query intents,
such as how many aspects a query may have. As a result, we
apply clustering algorithm for organizing the mined intent
phrases. The task could be summarized as clustering these
query intent phrases into clusters, for each cluster select one
best intent phrase to represent this cluster. The selected
representative intent phrases are used as query intents.

3.5.1

Afﬁnity Propagation Algorithm

Considering the characteristic of the task, we apply Aﬃnity Propagation (AP) [6] as the clustering method. AP is an
exemplar-based clustering method. It takes as input similarities between data points and outputs a set of data points
(exemplars) that best represent the data, and assign each
non-exemplar point to its most appropriate exemplar, thereby the data points are grouped into clusters.
In detail, this algorithm has two initial inputs. First is a
similarity matrix M . Mi,j represents how points i prefers
point j to be the exemplar. Second is a preference list for
each point. It represents how likely the point should be
an exemplar. Then the real-value messages are exchanged
between data points until a high quality set of exemplars
and clusters emerge. These exemplars are representative to
their corresponding clusters. AP was reported to be able to
cluster with lower error compared with other state of the art
clustering approaches.
The reason we use AP algorithm for clustering is because
it has several advantages: First, it decides the number of
topics automatically. It is obvious that it is diﬃcult to tell how many subtopics a query should have. Second, after
grouping intent candidates into clusters, it is necessary to
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select one best to represent the whole cluster. The AP algorithm is an exemplar based method, points within the same
cluster prefer the same exemplar, so that it decides the representative one naturally. The third, the AP algorithm allows
asymmetric similarities between data points that provides us
more convenience to integrate some semantic information to
bias the exemplar selection.

We adopt three main strategies for computing similarity
between query intent candidates. Lexical similarity is based
on the surface lexical features of strings. Search log features
include co-occurrence in query logs and user sessions. Due
to the data we use is not big enough, these features are
sparse. Semantic similarities are computed using knowledge
resources. Here, we use Hownet and a synonym thesaurus.
For simplicity, we represent each query intent candidate c =
{q, p}, where c is an intent candidate for a given query q and
p refers to an intent phrase of q.
(1) Lexical Similarity
Two strategies are used for measuring lexical similarity.
Similar methods were also used in [2] for query clustering.
Similarity based on Keywords. The similarity function is deﬁned as
KN (p1 , p2 )
M in(kn(p1 ), kn(p2 ))

(2)

Where kn(.) is the number of keywords in an intent phrase. KN (p1 , p2 ) is the number of common keywords
of two intent phrases.
Similarity based on Edit-Distance. The similarity
function is deﬁned as
Simedit dist (c1 , c2 ) = 1 −

edit distance(c1 , c2 )
M ax(wn(c1 ), wn(c2 ))

(3)

Where wn(.) is the number of words in a query variation. edit distance is a measure based on the number of edit operations (insertion, deletion, or substitution of a word)
necessary to unify two strings [7].
(2) Search log based Similarity
Simco−click (c1 , c2 ) =

CL(c1 , c2 )
M ax(cl(c1 ), cl(c2 ))

1

(6)

CandidateSimhownet (c1 , c2 ) =
P hraseSimhownet (p1 , p2 ) + P hraseSimhownet (p2 , p1 ) (7)
2
We also use a Chinese synonym thesaurus[1] which has
a tree structure. The concepts locate in higher levels are
hypernyms of their children. Heuristically, if concept v and
concept u are siblings at the same branch of the tree structure, the similarity between them is set to 1.

3.6

CS(c1 , c2 )
M ax(cs(c1 ), cs(c2 ))

• if pi and pj have common text, and |pi | < |pj |, then ci
is preferred to cj . To achieve this, we change equation
2 to

(4)

(5)

Where cs. is the number of occurrence of a query, and
CS(c1 , c2 ) is the times that two queries co-occurs in the
same session.
(3) Semantic Similarity
We use two semantic resources to compute semantic similarities. First is Hownet which is a structured Chinese semantic dictionary [4]. The API of Hownet provides an interface HowNet Get Concept Similarity to compute the semantic similarity between two concepts. We deﬁne the semantic
similarity between two phrases as:

Algorithm Initiation

As introduced before, AP has two inputs: the preference
and similarity matrix.
Initiating Preference. We can set the preference for all
data points uniformly. We use the mean value of the similarity matrix as the preference value for all points, noted as
UniformPreference. Also, if we emphasize the preference
for some data points that meas these points have a higher
prior to be an exemplar, we assign a higher preference to
these points by multiple a coeﬃcient larger than 1, noted
as HighlightPreference. Here, we give intent candidates
from Baidu Baike a higher preference where the coeﬃcient
is set to 1.5.
Initiating Similar Matrix. AP supports asymmetric
similarities. Instead of using symmetric similarities (Symm),
we can integrate pair-wise preferences, noted as Asymm.
For a pair of intent candidates ci = {q, pi } and cj = {q, pj },
we consider two types of preferences:

Similaritykeywords (ci , cj ) =

Where cl(.) is the number of clicked documents corresponding for a query in query log, and CL(c1 , c2 ) refers to the
number of common clicked documents for query c1 and c2 .
Simco−session (c1 , c2 ) =

w ∈p2

Then the semantic similarity between two query intent
candidates is deﬁned as:

3.5.2 Similarities between Intent Candidates

Simkeywords (c1 , c2 ) =

P hraseSimhownet (p1 , p2 ) =
1  1 
HowN et Get Concept Similarity(w, w )
|p1 | w∈p |p2 | 

KN (pi , pj )
kn(pj )

(8)

• if pi is the hypernym of pj , then ci is preferred to cj . To
achieve this, we change the thesaurus based similarity
heuristically by setting Mj,i = 1.5 × Mi,j

3.7

Generating Query Intents

After achieving the clusters, we use the exemplar of each
cluster as a subtopic. We rank these subtopics according to
the importance of the cluster. We make two assumptions.
(i) The more important the intent candidate is, the more
important the subtopic is.
(ii) The more important intent candidates the cluster contains, the more important the subtopic is.
Based on the above assumptions, given cluster G = {c1 , ..., cn }
and its exemplar e, we score G according to
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Scorecluster (G) = λ ∗ Score(e) + (1 − λ) ∗



4.4
Score(ci )

ci ∈G

(9)
Score(.) refers to equation 1 which indicates the importance of a candidate. λ is a parameter used to balance the
two types of eﬀects. The second factor also reveals users
voting, since popular intents will have higher scores.

4. EXPERIMENTS
4.1 Parameter Setup
There are several parameters to be set.
In section 3.4, we got a list of intent candidates. In our
experiement, we only used top 100 intent candidates for clustering. Since the candidates extracted from Baidu Baike are
usually with high quality, we directly put these candidates
into the ﬁnal list. The intent candidates from other resources
are ranked according to 1 and the top ones are added to the
ﬁnal list until its size reached 100.
We adopt several methods for computing similarities between query intent candidates. We used linear interpolation
to combine them together. We assigned uniform weights to
each similarity methods except that we gave higher weights
to semantic similarities, since semantic similarities we used
are knowledge based with higher conﬁdence comparing to
other methods.

4.2 Runs

Experimental Results

Table 2, table 3 and table 4 illustrate the experimental
results of our runs for top 10, top20 and top 30 intent candidates respectively. We have some observations.

4.4.1

The role of web knowledge base

The run1 and run5 using Baidu Baike for extracting query
intent candidates outperform run3 and run4 which didn’t
use Baidu Baike. It indicates that when web knowledge
base is available for a query, it is good resource to infer
query’s subtopics. Especially it improves the relevance (DnDCG). It is easy to explain. Though candidates extracted
from Baidu Baike are unable to cover all user intents about
corresponding query, it is mostly accurate enough, as the
knowledge bases are maintained by human. Since a large
ratio of web queries are entity queries, subtopic mining task
is especially suitable for entity queries. The mined subtopics
perhaps beneﬁt search result personalization or diversity.
The run3 and run4 still have acceptable performance. They
don’t depend on web knowledge base, so could be applied
to any types of queries. In this case, query candidate extraction is very important. According to our observations,
the query candidates extracted from query logs and anchor
texts with higher quality compared to the ones extracted
from search results. One main reason is that we didn’t use
commercial search engines to get search results but used Indri toolkit without optimizing parameters for SogouT. The
returned search results by Indri may be not good enough.
The extraction from full texts of search results further involved noises.

We submitted 5 runs in all.
(1) We extracted intent candidates from all resources introduced in 3.3. According to section 3.6, the initiation
settings are Asymm and HighlightPreference.
(2) We extracted intent candidates from SogouQ and SogouT, and ranked them according to equation 1. Unfortunately, when evaluating, due to we didn’t add original
query information, most of the candidates were judged
as irrelevant. As a result, this run achieved a very low score. We think it is largely underestimated. In following
sessions, we will not discuss this run.
(3) Similar to (1). But we did not use ”Baidu Baike” to
extract intent candidates. The initiation settings are
Asymm and HighlightPreference.
(4) Similar to (3). However the settings are changed to
Symm and HighlightPreference.

Table 2: The performance of 4 runs measured using
top 10 results
Runs I-rec@10 D-nDCG@10 D-nDCG@10
Run1
0.4854
0.6453
0.5653
Run3
0.4807
0.6308
0.5558
Run4
0.4738
0.6291
0.5514
Run5
0.4936
0.6449
0.5693

Table 3: The performance of 4 runs measured using
top 20 results
Runs I-rec@10 D-nDCG@10 D-nDCG@10
Run1
0.6316
0.6213
0.6264
Run3
0.6235
0.6027
0.6131
Run4
0.6235
0.6027
0.6131
Run5
0.6421
0.6180
0.6300

(5) Similar to (1). But the settings are changed to Asymm
and UniformPreference

4.3 Evaluation Metrics
D-nDCG is used as primary evaluation metric. D-nDCG
is a linear combination of intent recall (or ĀI-recā, which
measures diversity) and D-nDCG (which measures overall
relevance across intents) [10].
According the oﬃcial report, D-nDCG is a simple average
of I-rec and D-nDCG here. The gain values for the perintent graded relevance were set linearly: 1, 2, 3 and 4 for
L1, L2, L3 and L4,respectively. The measurement depths
(i.e. number of top ranked items to be evaluated) were set
to l = 10, 20 and 30.

Table 4: The performance of 4 runs measured using
top 30 results
Runs I-rec@10 D-nDCG@10 D-nDCG@10
Run1
0.6634
0.5531
0.6083
Run3
0.6479
0.5182
0.5830
Run4
0.6479
0.5182
0.5830
Run5
0.6730
0.5529
0.6130

4.4.2

The role of initial preference for AP

The run1 and run5 are similar. When applying AP, run1
sets a higher preference for intent candidates from Baidu
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Baike. While run5 used the uniform preference value for
all intent candidates. We can see that the relevance score
D-nDCG slightly improves when using distinct preference.
But the diversity score I-rec decreases. It shows that (1)
changing initial preferences truly aﬀects the exemplar selection. The ones with higher preference are more likely to
be selected as the exemplar of each cluster. (2) the results
extracted from web knowledge base are more accurate. (3)
Emphasizing knowledge base eﬀect may hurt the diversity.
It is easy to understand that emphasizing query candidates from Baidu Baike leads the improvement of relevance.
On the other hand, the language used in Baidu Baike is
more formal compared to the language used in other resources. For example, “㸁㶲䱢⋫ (cockroach control)” is a
query subtopic candidate extracted from Baidu Baike for
query “㸁㶲 (cockroach)”. However, the word “䱢⋫ (control)” doesn’t appear frequently in query logs. Instead, users
are used to using “ᵰ↫ (kill)” or “⎸⚝ (eliminate)” to describe the same intent. As a result, these ones with high
frequency in query logs and the one from the knowledge
base tend to be ranked on the top even though they refer to
similar intent. That is why the diversity score decreases.

4.4.3 The role of asymmetric similarity for AP
The run3 and run4 are quite similar, but diﬀer in similarity matrix. The run3 uses asymmetric similarities. The results show that when evaluating the top 10 query subtopics,
the algorithm using asymmetric similarity performs better
on both relevance and diversity. However, for top 20 and
top 30 candidates, the results are almost the same.

4.4.4 Number of mined subtopics
One advantage of AP is that it could decide the number
of clusters automatically. The number of query subtopics
also is a important factor for subtopic mining algorithms.
It indicates how an algorithm could group similar intents
together and separate diﬀerent intents. The average number
of subtopics labeled by the labelers are 16. When we use
median value of the entries in similarity matrix, the average
number of subtopics is 13. When we use mean value, the
average number of subtopics is 23. Both are close to the
labelers’ judgement. The number of subtopics also relate to
the number of query intent candidates. For some queries,
there are not enough candidates in resources that results in
less clusters.

5. CONCLUSIONS
In this paper, we present our system on NTCIR9 subtopic
mining task. We set the subtopic mining task in a clustering framework. Multiple resources are used for extracting
query intent candidates. We ﬁnd that the Aﬃnity Propagation algorithm is very suitable for this task. The semantic
knowledge and pair-wise preference could be incorporated
in this framework. We analyzed several factors aﬀecting the
system performance. The results are encouraging. In future, we plan to further improve our system by paying more
attention on search results with a better retrieval system.
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